Samui Together Green
“รวมพลังสีเขียว เพื่อสมุยยั่งยืน”

by

228 km²
Population >65,000
Grant 200,000
BT 2,000,000/year

Weather
Aged temperature 29 °C with
Estimated temperature 37 °C in April and May
Estimated temperature 21 °C in December and January

Special Buildings
Resorts ~25,000 rooms, residence

Samui Together Green
“รวมพลังสีเขียว เพื่อสมุยยั่งยืน”

Greener Island - Samui

Green Beaches
Greener Hotels

Towards Green Island - Koh Samui

Projects and activities…..

- Carbon School Project
- Green Awareness Rally
- Capacity and awareness building on the green cart and green label requirements for hotels
- Sea Based Environmental Management - pilot beach

Green Island - Samui

to protect our island clean & green

Samui Greener Destination

Greener Beaches
pilot beach

Greener Choice Hotel
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Island - Samui
“we want to go green”

What’s NEXT?

“I heard YOU”

Let’s Do It…
- develop your own green
- set up green unit/team
- …

ART from…
- hotel sector
- they are major income earner
- be a good driving force

Greener Choice Hotels

14 Green Learning Centers
- hotels, houses, schools, local shops

Activity Participants…
- Exercise Health Volunteers
- Student
- 16 Biker
- 18 Municipality Green Team Staff
- 60 others

Green Awareness Rally

YES!!!
“we want go green”

City and Awareness Building on the green cart and green label requirements for hotels

Greener Beaches

This Project under the Thailand-Europe Union Policy Dialogues Support Facility (PDSF), a project funded by the European Union

In this time (year 2014)

Capacity and Awareness Building on the green cart and green label requirements for hotels

Training for
- 4 green cart
- 18 green hotels,
operated by DEQP
- 3 hotel forward
international certificate

Greener Choice Hotels

existence greening hotels

Greener Beaches

pilot beach
Capacity and Awareness Building on the green cart and green label requirements for hotels.

Green HOTELS
- CSR
- Greener Com
- Area Based Environmental Management
- Working Together
- Sharing Knowledge
- Challenging each other

Green Beaches

Area Based Environmental Management

Bophut
- ~ 20 hotels, resort, villa
- ~ 1,500 hotel rooms
- ~ 100 Restaurants and shops
- 1 school
- 1 temple
- 1 fresh market
- 1 shopping mall

Area Based Environmental Management

Low Carbon School Project

with THA Green Hotels Network to support the school

learning to make fertilizer from grease trap scum and y
Low Carbon School Project

thank you
ขอบคุณค่ะ